
NOTE!

Assignment 6 has 5 questions, but it counts for 10 points in my final grade calculations.
Submitting Assignment 6 will earn 10 points if it is complete and on time! 

Consider carefully what the shape of the population pyramids tells us about the 
structure of the country’s population at a given time, and how we can look at the 
change in population structure over time by creating multiple population pyramids.

You must submit your answers to the questions in Assignment 6 in Blackboard.



We can compare population pyramids from one time period to another to see what has changed… increasing or decreasing birth 
rates? …increasing o decreasing death rates? …an event that caused a decline in population growth, or an increase at a particular 
time? …is life expectancy (indicated by the height of the population pyramid) increasing or decreasing? …is infant mortality/early 
childhood death common or rare (is there a big “step” from the bottom of the pyramid to the next age group)?   



POPULATION PYRAMIDS (“AGE-SEX DIAGRAMS”): Common Examples

1. This one is typical of historical times. Up through the early 1800s, human population was often controlled by nature… food shortages, the 
amount of food that could be grown using manual labor, plant diseases or droughts that reduced normal yields, as various diseases and 
illnesses that sometimes reduced the population by one-third to one-half (cholera, yellow fever, black plague and similar epidemics. The first 
pyramid shows very high birth rates, very high death rates, and a very short life expectancy. This leads to a stable population (not growing, or 
very, very slow growth).

2. Beginning with Industrial Revolution, we began to mechanize farming, and into the early 1900s we started to understand why certain 
diseases occurred and how they spread, and how to minimize or control them. But, we had a very, very long history of very high death rates, 
so it took a while to except that some of these changes were permanent… so even though the death rates were coming down with more 
access to food, better hygiene and improving medical care, the birth rates remained high. The second pyramid shows rapid population growth.

3. As we accept that there is a decline in death rates (lower infant mortality, lower early deaths, longer life expectancies), we begin to rethink 
the need for very large families that where once necessary to insure that the family line continued (and, it was one’s “social 
security/retirement plan” in a way). Couple with that, the Industrial Revolution also saw a major cultural change in that we began living in 
cities… space was expensive, one could not really feed one’s children off the land as was the case when most of us were farmers. So we began 
to voluntarily reduce the number of children. Note here in the third pyramid that it still shows growth, but at a rate much slower than in #2… 
the base is still wider than the middle or top, but not as dramatically flared as the earlier one.

4. Pyramid 4 is a good example of what occurred in most “western economies” after WWII. After the euphoria of settling the war, and the 
recovery and rebuilding - along with the “baby boom” (1946-1962), major social change came about starting in the 1970s… women were 
entering into jobs and careers that they formerly hadn’t had access to, people began marrying later and/or putting off having children until 
later, and having far fewer children than in previous generations – and sometimes opting not to have children at all. Pyramid 4 shows us a
stable, or equilibrium, population.

5. The last case is the result of countries where the birth rates have dropped below the replacement rate. The very narrow base indicates that 
there are very few children coming into the population, and as a result, the population is “growing negatively” – in a less jargon-y way… 
shrinking. Japan and several Western European countries are experiencing this.



Population pyramids are two bar graphs that are put side-by-side to 
demonstrate the structure of the population at a given point in time; the 
left side graph is the male part of the population, the right is the female 
portion.
The age groupings used depend on the purpose of the chart… year-by-year 
for very detailed examination, 5-year groupings to look at typical “cohorts” 
(0-4, for example, to understand the early childhood group), and up to 20-
year cohorts as a way of looking at generational differences (not 
commonly used, in part because it is difficult to exactly draw a line 
between “this generation” and “that generation”… an example of this –
where is the dividing line between the “millennials” and “Gen X”..?)…
While detailed graphs are very useful, the general shape – outline – of the 
graph also tells us a lot.

This is the population pyramid for Germany, after the reunification of East 
(GDR) and West (FRG)Germany. The underlying bar graphs give us very 
detailed info on the year-to-year changes, but note that the outline of the 
graph really does give us a very good idea of what happened in this country 
over the span of time up to when this measurement was taken.

This type of pyramid is called a “disrupted” pyramid… one can easily see 
the long-term effects of the two majors wars (note the male-female 
imbalance), and the cultural changes that occurred after the post-war 
recovery – first a “baby boom” to recover from the losses followed by the 
shrinking of families that has occurred in most of the western countries 
(fewer children as a reaction to over-population concerns, more women in 
the workforce and on career paths, later marriages, and the increase in 
“DINKs” – dual income, no kids couples).

POPULATION PYRAMIDS (“AGE-SEX DIAGRAMS”)
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Assignment 6: Population Pyramids… Visualization of Population Growth

1. What does the 1900 population 
pyramid indicate about population 
growth at this time?1

2

3

4

2. What does the 1960 population 
pyramid indicate about population 
growth at this time?

3. What does the 1980 population 
pyramid indicate population growth 
at this time?

4. What does the 2030 population 
pyramid predict about population 
growth at this time?

Submit your answers in 
Blackboard. 

Describe, briefly, the population growth shown by each of the population pyramids at left.

5. What country do you think these 
population pyramids represent?

→ Each of these population 
pyramids is for the same country, at 
four different times.


